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EVAN
Combination of French elegance and German accuracy

Bright design
This collection is distinguished by dominance of the 
eternal verities of classic interior and harmony of 
sophistication, practicability and gracefulness. 

Elegant gold-colored faucets enhance the bathroom 
design making it ultramodern and vintage at the same 
time. Furnishing of a luxurious bathroom in brown and

creamy shades is a bright illustration of the owner’s 
sophisticated taste.

Free-standing bath serves as a perfect interior 
attribute with an eye on singular external elegance 
and unmatched practicability of the bowl inner body. 
The bath is made from first-grade cast iron 5.5 – 7.0 
mm in thickness. It is characterized by enhanced 
impact, wear and deformation resistance and high 
degree of noise insulation.

You may arrange your bathroom necessities in 
commodious drawers of the wall-hung cabinet. All 
Evan furniture is made from fine hardwood, it has 
wear and moisture resistant multilayer coating and 
intended for long-term use in rooms with high 
humidity. 

Classic rectangular mirror perfectly fits into any 
modern interior where minimalism and classics with 
some flair are preferred. In this case, gold-colored 
aluminium frame serves as a flair adding charm and 
fascination to the product. Clear reflection in the mirror

is provided. It is made from high-quality moisture-
resistant materials protecting the surface from thermal 
shock and high humidity.

http://laviniaboho.com
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CAST IRON BATH
Design solution for satisfaction of the highest demands

Free-standing white bath in the shape of oval bowl is an excellent trend of contemporary 
bathroom design. Set against a dark panel, it looks picturesque and graceful. Interior 
zoning and decoration goals are successfully solved by contrasting technique application.

Vendor code : 12110010

Size : 1800 x 850 x 585 mm

Warranty : 20 years

Suitable for : mixer 12010050 

Standard supply package includes: bath; free-standing detachable panel that is not only 
a decorative component, but also serves as bath support; chromed overflow protection 
device, drain kit and water trap to connect.
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BASIN
Being the embodiment of wealth

Absolute functionality and comfort is achieved due to clean lines of rectangular basin 
shape, special ledge and porcelain white purity. This model looks gorgeously and 
exquisitely in combination with Evan wall-hung cabinet creating uniform and harmonious 
appearance.

Vendor code : 12110030

Size : 1100 x 480 x 252 mm

Warranty : 10 years

Suitable for : cabinet 12110020; mixer 12110070 

Standard supply package includes: basin; fixing set for built-in or general mounting.
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MIRROR
Regardless of its size, it will decorate and visually increase bathroom space

Austere large-sized mirror accentuates elegant style of bathroom interior. Gold-colored 
aluminium frame serves as a nice decoration and creates comfortable atmosphere.

Vendor code : 12110050

Size : 1100 x 45 x 855 mm

Warranty : 5 years

Suitable for : cabinet 12110020; column cabinet 12110040

Standard supply package includes: mirror; fixing set.
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BATH FAUCET
Aristocratic design, beauty and functionality

The retro-style bath faucet performs its direct function and serves as an eye-catching 
décor element. Combined with a free-standing cast iron bath it brings a note of delicacy 
and chic in classic interior of a luxurious bathroom.

Vendor code : 12110060

Warranty : 10 years

Suitable for : bath 12110010

Standard supply package includes: bath faucet; handshower; 1750 mm flexible hose; 
connection kit; fixing set.
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BASIN FAUCET
French style at its best

Gold plating, unique body shape and magnificent handles make the basin faucet 
decorative finish really beautiful and attractive. In combination with the other interior 
elements, it creates inimitable bathroom design.

Vendor code : 12110070

Warranty : 10 years

Suitable for : basin 12110030

Standard supply package includes: basin faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner Fabio Zanetti Catherine Hofmann Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their 
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and 
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO 
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with 
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special 
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique 
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due 
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect 
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.

http://laviniaboho.com
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LAVINIA BOHO innovation & design
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